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MCCI lists banking sector as a major risk to economy

The Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI), Dhaka has identified the present situation in the

banking sector as one of the biggest risks to the economy and called for the central bank's strict vigilance to bring

discipline in the sector. "The corruption-ridden banking sector is perhaps the biggest downside risk now, which will

call for strict vigilance by the central bank to bring discipline to the sector," the Metropolitan Chamber of

Commerce and Industry (MCCI), Dhaka said in its review of the 'Economic Situation in Bangladesh for January-

March (Q3) period of the fiscal year (FY) 2018-19'. Despite making certain progress, the economy of Bangladesh is

also facing some other downside risks, including inadequate infrastructure, lack of investors' confidence and

shortage of power and energy, according to the country's MCCI. "Bangladesh's economy is progressing well, but

below its true potential. Inadequate infrastructure and lack of investors' confidence discourage making fresh

investment and shortage of power and energy is now among major impediments to the country's accelerated

economic development," it said.
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http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/mcci-lists-banking-sector-as-a-major-

risk-to-economy-1557768927

Bangladesh per capita income to be $5,700 in 2030, to surpass India: StanChart

Economic growth at 7 per cent of seven countries including Bangladesh is expected to sustain in the next decade,

according to a research note of Standard Chartered Bank. The seven countries across the globe will be on the list

of 7-per cent growth club in the 2020s dominated by Asian countries, according to a Bloomberg report published

in India-based The Print on Sunday. Bangladesh’s per capita income will also increase by more than three and a

half times to $5,700, exceeding India, by 2030 from $1,600 in 2018, said the report referring to the Standard

Chartered Bank note. The 2020s is set to be the Asian decade with the continent dominating an exclusive list of

economies expected to sustain growth rates of around 7 per cent, the report said, adding that five of seven in the

group were in Asia. The other members of the 7-per cent growth club include India, Vietnam, Myanmar, the

Philippines, Ethiopia and Cote d’lvoire known as Ivory Coast.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/72326/bangladesh-per-capita-income-to-be-5700-in-

2030-to-surpass-india-stanchart
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Net sales of savings tools up 8.0pc in nine months

The net sales of state-run savings instruments rose by more than 8.0 per cent in nine months of the current fiscal

year (FY), compared to the same period of the previous fiscal. According to the Department of National Savings

(DNS) data, the net sales of savings tools in the July-March period of FY 2018-19 stood at Tk 397.33 billion, up from

Tk 367.09 billion in the corresponding period of FY 2017-18. The sales of savings schemes have surged in recent

years due to their higher yield rates, officials said. At the same time, the government's interest payments have also

increased by more than 23 per cent in the nine months of this fiscal, the data shows. The government spent Tk

181.54 billion on interest payments in the July-March period of current FY, up from Tk147.33 billion in the same

period of FY 2017-18, according to the official statistics. The government, however, is now considering reviewing

the yield rates of savings schemes.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/net-sales-of-savings-tools-up-80pc-in-

nine-months-1557769389

Govt borrowing from banks to pick up soon

The government's bank borrowing is set to pick up significantly in May following revenue target shortfall in recent

months, officials and bankers said. Faster execution of Annual Development Programme (ADP) along with extra-

pressure on festival bonus ahead of the Eid-ul-Fitr has forced the government to revise its auction calendar with

keeping Tk 40 billion extra borrowing arrangement, they explained. Normally, the implementation rate of ADP

goes up with faster speed in the last two months of each fiscal year, they added. They also predicted that the

upward trend in the government's bank borrowing may continue until June. The authorities have already set the

net bank borrowing target at more than Tk 67 billion only for May 2019 to finance budget deficit, according to the

revised auction calendar, issued by the Bangladesh Bank (BB) on Monday. The net government's bank borrowing

figure was Tk 27.25 billion, according to the original auction for May. As per revised calendar, the government may

take up to Tk 88 billion as gross borrowing from the banking system this month by issuing treasury bills (T-bills) 

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/govt-borrowing-from-banks-to-pick-

up-soon-1557769087
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Poverty rate comes down to 21.8pc in 2018: BBS

The country’s poverty rate came down to 21.8 per cent in 2018, according to the latest data of the Bangladesh

Bureau of Statistics (BBS). Meanwhile the poverty rate, as per the lower poverty line or people living in extreme

poverty, came down at 11.3 per cent in last year. The findings were revealed at a press conference at the BBS

Bhaban in the capital yesterday. The press conference was arranged to reveal the final data of the Household

Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES)-2016. BBS Director General Dr Krishna Gain revealed the final results of the

survey while HIES Project Director Dr Dipankar Roy was also present. The HIES 2016 findings showed that the

country’s poverty rate as per the upper poverty line came down at 24.3 per cent in 2016 which was 40 per cent in

2005. In the same time, the poverty rate in 2016 as per the lower poverty line or people living in extreme poverty

came down at 12.9 per cent which was 25.1 per cent in 2005.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/199439
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http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/non-life-ins-cos-want-to-be-

included-in-policy-for-migrant-workers-1557767259

ডিএসই’র স্মল ক্যাপে আসপে দুই প্রডিষ্ঠান

ছ োট এবং মোঝোরি বো এসএমই প্ল্যোটফর্মেি মোধ্যর্ম মূলধ্ন বোডোর্ে আগ্রহী হর্ের্  দুই ছ োম্পোরন। এ লর্যয ছ োম্পোরন দুটি এমটিরব  যোরিটোর্লি সর্ে চুরি স্বোযি

 র্ির্ ন। ছ োম্পোরন দুটি হর্লো-  ৃরিরবদ সীড রলরমর্টড এবং এর্নক্স সুযটস রলরমর্টড। েথ্যমর্ে,  ৃরিরবদ সীড ১৫ ছ োটি টো ো উর্তোলন  ির্ব। ছ োম্পোরনটিি

িরির্ োরধ্ে মূলধ্ন ৭ ছ োটি টো ো। অিিরদর্  অযোর্নক্স সুযটস ১০ ছ োটি টো ো উর্তোলন  ির্ব। ছ োম্পোরনটিি িরির্ োরধ্ে মূলধ্ন সোর্ড ৪ ছ োটি টো ো। চুরি স্বোযি

অনুষ্ঠোর্ন উিরিে র র্লন- এমটিরব  যোরিটোর্লি রি্ইও খোেরুল বো োি আবু েোর্হি ছমোহোম্মদ এবং মযোর্নজোি আবু্দল্লোহ সোর্লহ আর্িরফন,  ৃরিরবদ সীডর্সি ছচেোিমযোন

ছমো: আলী আফজোল, ছ োম্পোরনি িরিচোল  (অথ্ে)রসফোে আহর্মদ ছচৌধু্িী এবং অযোর্নক্স সুযটর্সি ির্য র র্লন ছ োম্পোরনি বযবিোিনো িরিচোল  খন্দ োি এম আজোদ।

েোাঁ িো রনজ রনজ ছ োম্পোরনি ির্য স্বোযি  র্ির্ ন। উর্ল্লখয, ছ োট আ োর্িি ছ োম্পোরনি মূলধ্ন বৃরিি সুরবধ্োর্থ্ে গে মোর্সি ছ ি রদর্  রডএসই’ি স্মল  যোি মোর্ ে ট

(এসএমই) প্ল্োটফিম উর্বোধ্ন  িো হর্ের্ ।

http://www.arthosuchak.com/archives/503692/%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%8F%E

0%A6%B8%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%B2-

ছদর্ ি সি োরি-ছবসি োরি বযোং গুর্লোি েোির্লযি প্রধ্োন ছজোগোনদোেো র ল ছসোনোলী বযোং । যরদও এ  মোস ধ্র্ি আন্তঃবযোং  মুদ্রোবোজোি ( লমোরন) ও বোংলোর্দ 

বযোং  ছথ্র্  ধ্োি  র্ি দদনরন্দন  োযেক্রম িরিচোলনো  ির্  িোষ্ট্রোেত বযোং টি। চলরে মোর্সি শুরু ছথ্র্  প্রোে প্ররেরদনই  লমোরন বোজোি ছথ্র্  টো ো ধ্োি  ির্ে হর্ে

ছসোনোলী বযোং র্ । যরদও িোষ্ট্রোেত সবেবৃহৎ বযোং টিি ঋণ আমোনে অনুিোে (এরডআি) এখর্নো ৪৪  েোংর্ ই সীমোবি। অিরি রিে রবরনর্েোগ ও আমোনর্েি প্রবৃরির্ে

বড ধ্ির্নি ধ্োক্কো লোগোে এ িরিরিরে দেরি হর্ের্  বর্ল মর্ন  ির্ ন সংরিষ্টিো। চলরে ব র্িি শুরু ছথ্র্ ই েোিলয  মর্ে থ্োর্  ছসোনোলী বযোংর্ ি। ২০১৮ সোর্লও

বযোং টিি আমোনর্েি প্রবৃরি র ল মন্থি। গে রডর্সম্বি ছ র্ি ছসোনোলী বযোংর্ ি ছমোট আমোনে র ল ১ লোখ ৯ হোজোি ৩৭৬ ছ োটি টো ো। চলরে ব র্িি প্রোে সোর্ড চোি

মোর্স বযোং টিি আমোনে নো ছবর্ড উর্টো  র্মর্ । গে োল ছসোনোলী বযোংর্ ি আমোনে র ল ১ লোখ ৯ হোজোি ১৬৮ ছ োটি টো ো। আমোনে  মর্লও এ সমর্ে রবরনর্েোগ

ছবর্ডর্  বযোং টিি। ফর্ল গে এরপ্রল ছথ্র্  নগদ অর্থ্েি সং ট শুরু হে ছসোনোলী বযোংর্ ি। চলরে মোর্স এর্স এ সং ট েীব্র হর্ের্ । েোিলয সং র্টি  োির্ণ

 লমোরন বোজোর্ি চোরহদো অনুযোেী রবরনর্েোগ  িোি মর্েো অথ্ে ছনই বযোং গুর্লোি  োর্ । ফর্ল সং ট ছমটোর্ে বযোং গুর্লোর্  ছির্িোর্ে ধ্োি ছদেো বোরডর্ের্  ছ ন্দ্রীে

বযোং । িোষ্ট্রোেত ছসোনোলী বযোং  চলরে মোর্সি শুরু ছথ্র্  প্রোে প্ররেরদনই ছির্িো ও  লমোরন বোজোি ছথ্র্  গর্ড প্রোে ৫০০ ছ োটি টো ো ধ্োি  র্ির্ ।

http://bonikbarta.net/bangla/news/2019-05-

14/196646/%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF-

Non- life ins cos want to be included in policy for migrant workers

Private insurance industry sources said the insurance coverage which will provide migrant workers with benefits in

cases of their death and accidental disability should not be limited to only life insurance companies or state-owned

Jibon Bima Corporation. "Non- life insurance companies can be a part of this programme to widen the benefits for

the migrant workers and broaden the financial inclusion as well," said an expert on the insurance industry. At

present, there are 78 insurance companies in the country. Of them, 46 are non-life insurance companies and 32

life insurers. Of the total, two are state-run. In addition to death/disability, more coverages like repatriation of

dues reimbursement owned by the affected or killed worker, hospitalization benefit (due to accident),

reimbursement for replacement of documents (due to snatch or theft), passport/work permit/akama, purchase of

prosthesis equipment and ambulance fees etc should be ensured. 

Tuesday, May 14, 2019
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American companies are keen to invest in different development sectors in Bangladesh including energy and

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG). Ian Steff, US Assistant Secretary of Commerce informed this to Salman F Rahman,

private industry and investment advisor to prime minister, as he called on the latter at his Gulshan office in the

capital yesterday. Steff highly praised Bangladesh’s progress and relayed to the adviser the growing confidence

and optimism among American companies in Bangladesh’s future, and their interest to make new investment and

expand the existing operations in the country. Steff said that American companies are interested in the energy,

infrastructure, ICT, LNG sectors and particularly, dredging. Steff mentioned some of the challenging issues that the

US companies face in Bangladesh when it comes to e-commerce and the banking system and proposed to set up a

co-ordination committee to enforce the intellectual properties regime and combat counterfeiting. Salman F

Rahman assured the delegation to address all their concerns and urged it to follow up with more specifics and

details. Earl Robert Miller, Ambassador of the United States to Bangladesh was also present at the meeting. 

Tuesday, May 14, 2019

Chinese consortium in DSE: Performance not as per expectation after a year

The strategic partnership agreement between the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) and the Chinese consortium of

Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE) and the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) was granted a year ago buts its

performance has not been satisfactory as yet.   The DSE on May 14, 2018 struck a deal with the consortium

allowing it to buy 25% of its ordinary shares for Tk947 crore. But its performance has left the stakeholders

disappointed.   A shareholder of DSE said the consortium was yet to make any contribution to the market

development. Meanwhile, a number of DSE directors, while speaking to Dhaka Tribune, said one year was not

enough for the market to get profits from this investment; it would take some more time for that. They also said

the consortium had some development plans but many of them were hard to implement in Bangladesh context

and would take long to execute. On May 14, 2018, the DSE signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with

the Chinese consortium to sell 25% of DSE’s shares to the consortium to make it a strategic partner of the bourse. 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/stock/2019/05/13/chinese-consortium-in-dse-

performance-not-as-per-expectation-after-a-year

US firms keen to invest in energy, LNG

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/199470
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china-exchange-trade-war-salvos-1557767523
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Bangladesh now depends less on India for cotton

African nations have surpassed India to become the largest source of cotton for Bangladesh as local spinners and

millers look to cut down their dependence on a single source for their vital raw material. Last year, Bangladesh,

the largest importer of cotton in the world, met 37.06 percent of its requirement for the white fibre from East and

West African countries. India accounted for 26.12 percent of the total cotton imports, down from more than 60

percent two years ago, according to data from the Bangladesh Textile Mills Association (BTMA). Last year, 11.35

percent of the cotton came from the CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) countries, 11.14 percent from

the US, 4.65 percent from Australia and 9.65 percent from the rest of the world. The low quality of the Indian

cotton is the main reason behind the falling imports from the neighbouring country, said Monsoor Ahmed,

secretary of the BTMA.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangladesh-now-depends-less-india-cotton-

1743343

China to impose retaliatory tariffs on $60b US goods despite Trump threat

China said on Monday it would impose higher tariffs on a range of US goods, striking back in its trade war with

Washington shortly after US president Donald Trump warned it not to retaliate. China’s finance ministry said it

plans to set import tariffs ranging from 5 per cent to 25 per cent on 5,140 US products on a target list worth about

$60 billion. It said the tariffs will take effect on June 1. The announcement came less than two hours after Trump

warned Beijing not to retaliate after China said it ‘will never surrender to external pressure.’ The White House and

US Trade Representative’s office did not immediately return a request for comment. Global equities fell sharply on

Monday as hopes of an imminent trade deal between the world’s two largest economies were crushed. Major US

stock index futures were down about 2 per cent.  The trade war escalated on Friday after Trump hiked tariffs on

$200 billion worth of Chinese goods, saying China had reneged on earlier commitments made during months of

trade negotiations.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/72329/china-to-impose-retaliatory-tariffs-on-60b-us-

goods-despite-trump-threat

World equities sink as US and China exchange trade war salvos

World stocks sank Monday in reaction to new eruptions in the US-China trade war, while oil rallied on simmering

tensions in the crude-rich Middle East. In cryptocurrency deals, bitcoin rebounded back above $7,000 for the first

time since September. Equity investors began the day in underwhelming fashion in Asia, as the lack of a US-China

trade deal jarred markets. Negative sentiment spilled over into Europe on the back of the latest developments in

the trade war between the world's top two economies. Negotiations in Washington ended Friday without

agreement and a massive US tariff hike on Chinese imports kicked in. Then on Monday, President Donald Trump

told China via Twitter not to retaliate, a warning ignored by Beijing where the government announced tariffs on

$60 billion worth of US goods from June 1.
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